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Empirical traffic measurements have shown that a significant portion of mobile data traffic occurs
during a few busy evening hours. These busy hours tend to be congested as mobile data network
expansion attempts to keep up with rapidly growing demand. Also mobile data networks built
based on these busy hour traffic levels are typically larger and less efficient than networks based
on flatter network traffic levels.
Other networked services, such as electric power distribution and traffic management, suggest
that time dependent pricing could help lower both congestion and overall network costs. This
thesis attempts to determine whether shifting a significant amount of busy hour traffic is possible
through time dependent pricing in the Finnish mobile data market. Furthermore, the thesis also
attempts to determine whether the network cost savings resulting from such a traffic shift would
offset the incentives given to consumers for a generic operator.
A survey of Finnish university students established that at least some consumers are willing to
defer certain mobile data activities in exchange for a price reduction. The most time insensitive
activities were found to be file downloading and software updates and the most time sensitive
were found to be internet gaming and social networking/email.
Furthermore, traffic measurements of several Finnish mobile networks indicated that time
insensitive activities make up about 23% of busy hour traffic. Thus (under certain assumptions) at
least some Finnish consumers are both willing and able to defer some of their busy hour traffic. In
other words, shifting a significant amount of busy hour traffic through time dependent pricing is
possible in the Finnish mobile data market.
However a combination of techno-economic simulations suggest that the network cost savings
would not offset the incentives give to customers for a generic operator under most explored
future scenarios. There are two primary reasons.
Firstly, the shifting of traffic from busy hours to non-busy hours is limited because busy hour
traffic is dominated by moderately time sensitive internet browsing and internet video traffic
(~60%). And thus incentivizing consumers to move a large amount of this traffic would be too
costly. Secondly, network cost savings are limited because Finnish mobile network costs are still
primarily coverage dominated rather than capacity dominated. Thus a reduction in the busy hour
traffic levels does not result in the building of significantly fewer network sites (which are a major
cost driver of networks).
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Mobile data usage has grown significantly over the past few years and growth is expected to
continue at a compound annual rate of 92% over the next five years (Cisco, 2011). The growth has
been primarily driven by the wide diffusion of smartphones, tablets, and laptops with 3G
connections in developed countries along with the development of data intensive applications
such as streaming video.
In the European Economic Area, for example, the penetration rate of 3G enabled phones has
reached 51% as of 2011 with rates of over 80% in several smaller countries, including Finland
(Whitehead, Phillips, Page, & Molina, 2011). And in the United States, wireless data traffic grew
123% during 2011 alone (CTIA, 2012).
Mobile network operators have attempted to satisfy the growing demand by increasing existing
3G network capacity and building new 4G networks. However network expansion is a slow and
expensive process and cheap excess (RAN) capacity is limited by the scarcity of unallocated
wireless spectrum. Thus mobile data capacity remains quite limited and the supply side of the
mobile data equation continues to lag behind demand. This supply-demand imbalance means
networks (especially urban macrocells and their access networks) are congested at peak usage
busy hours leading to lower quality of service.
Furthermore since a significant amount of demand occurs during these peak usage hours,
networks are larger and less efficient than they could be if the demand was flatter over time.
Ideas for correcting the supply-demand imbalance can be divided into two main categories:
increasing network capacity (supply) or decreasing network load (demand). Ideas for increasing
capacity include upgrading current networks, decreasing macro cell sizes, and Wi-Fi offloading.
Similarly, ideas for decreasing load include compression technologies, price increases, and content
caching.
However, none of these ideas both deal with the issue of congestion at peak usage hours and are
relatively inexpensive to deploy. Research in other fields which utilize networks, such as traffic
management and electric power distribution, suggest that time dependent pricing (TDP) could be
a viable solution.
Typically, TDP attempts to lower congestion and network costs through shifting demand by
charging higher prices during peak hours and lower prices during off-peak hours. However, as
customers’ behavior adapts over time adjustments in the prices are needed to ensure new peak
times don’t form. Thus a dynamic feedback loop is required in the pricing calculations and
implementation of a fully dynamic TDP system becomes non-trivial.
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The TUBE project 1 at Princeton’s EDGE lab has performed significant research into TDP of
broadband services and solved many of the challenges (Joe-Wong, Sangtae, & Chiang, TimeDependent Broadband Pricing: Feasibility and Benefits, 2011). However their research has been,
understandably, focused on larger markets such as the United States and India. This thesis
attempts to leverage their work in TDP along with unique mobile traffic datasets from the MoMIE
project2 at Aalto University in order to determine whether shifting a significant amount of busy
hour traffic through TDP is possible in the Finnish mobile data market. Furthermore, the thesis
also attempts to determine whether the network cost savings resulting from such a traffic shift
would offset the incentives given to consumers for a generic operator.
The Finnish mobile market is unique in several ways that may affect the ability to use TDP and the
economic benefits of TDP. For example, as of 2011, 31% of Finns use mobile broadband as their
primary internet connection compared to only 17% of Swedes (PTS, 2011) (FICORA, 2012). Thus
Finnish mobile networks tend to have a substantially larger share of traffic created by laptops and
desktops relative to peers. Furthermore, Finland has the lowest population density of the
European Union as of 2010 (Eurostat, 2010). Thus Finnish mobile network structure and
organization could be significantly different from peers.
Notice that this thesis assumes that congestion occurs in Finnish networks and that less
congestion will result in a improvement of consumer attitudes. However the actual economic
benefits of TDP will be examined from a network perspective rather than a consumer attitude
perspective. In other words the concrete network cost savings will be emphasized and the less
quantifiable consumer attitude changes will be considered outside of the scope.

1.2 Research Questions
This thesis attempts to answer several related questions relevant to the use of TDP in the Finnish
mobile data market including:




Q1: Is shifting a significant amount of busy hour traffic through time dependent pricing
possible in the Finnish mobile data market?
o C1: Are Finnish consumers willing to delay certain mobile activities (streaming
music, Internet videos, etc.) in return for a price reduction?
o C2: Are these activities a significant (> 5%) proportion of the busy hour traffic?
Q2: Would the network cost savings resulting from such a traffic shift offset the incentives
given to consumers for a generic mobile network operator?

1

The TUBE (time dependent, usage based, broadband price engineering) project is a joint research project
run by the EDGE Lab at Princeton and supported by an industry consortium including AT&T, Qualcomm,
Telcordia, and the National Exchange Carrier Association.
2
The MoMIE (Modeling of Mobile Internet Ecosystem) project is a joint research project run by the Network
Economics research team at the Department of Communications and Networking at Aalto University. The
project is funded by Accenture, DNA, Elisa, Liikenne- ja viestintäministeriö, Nokia, Sanoma, Tekes, and
TeliaSonera.
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C1 and C2 are considered necessary and sufficient conditions for Q1. Empirical evidence attempts
to answer C1 and C2. Specifically, a survey of Finnish university students (assumed to be early
adopting consumers) attempts to answer C1 and network traffic measurements of several Finnish
mobile network operators attempts to answer C2. Subsequently, a combination of two
mathematical simulations attempts to answer Q2.

1.3 Methodology
The methodology of this thesis is to study the research questions primarily through the analysis of
a survey of Finnish university students, network traffic measurements of several major Finnish
mobile network operators, and two mathematical simulations. The survey and traffic
measurements data act as inputs for the mathematical simulations.
The first simulation, called the static TDP simulation, estimates the change in daily traffic levels
due to TDP and the incentives given to customers to shift their activities. The second simulation,
called the network cost simulation, estimates the network cost savings for a generic mobile
network operator due to these daily traffic level changes. A flow chart of the methodological
activities and outputs is depicted in Figure 1.

University
Student Survey

Time sensitivities of
various activities

Finnish Market/
Network Data

Static TDP
Simulation

Finnish Mobile
Network Traffic
Measurements

Change in daily traffic
during busy hour
Incentives to
Consumers

Daily traffic composition of
Finnish mobile network

Network Cost
Simulation

Change in network
OPEX and CAPEX

FIGURE 1 – FLOW OF METHODOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES AND OUTPUTS
Static TDP Simulation
The static TDP simulation determines the expected change in daily traffic levels under TDP as
opposed to non time dependent pricing (NTD). The simulation is described in detail in Section 4.1.
The simulation needs several inputs including the current daily (NTD) traffic levels of a Finnish
mobile network and the time sensitivity of various activities for Finnish consumers.
The current traffic levels specifically means the traffic volume of each activity category at a given
time of day. For example, the network traffic measurements indicate that the typical traffic
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composition of a Finnish mobile network at 8:00 on a weekday is 48% web browsing, 27% file
downloading, 1% social/email, 1.30% streaming music, etc.
The activity categories were derived so that a majority of the traffic would fall into one of the
categories and that the categories would have a wide range of time sensitivities. For example, the
email /social networking category and the file downloading category were hypothesized to have
very different time sensitivities.
As mentioned, the Finnish mobile network traffic composition was derived from network
measurements of several Finnish mobile network operators. The measurements were performed
as part of the MoMIE project and are detailed more in Section 3.1.
The time sensitivity of Finnish consumers for different activity categories was estimated by a
survey of Finnish university students. The survey was performed in February 2012 at Aalto
University. The survey is further detailed in Section 3.2.
Finally, the incentives given to the consumers (so that they actually shift their activities) is
calculated as a percentage of total potential data revenue.
Network Cost Simulation
The network cost simulation utilizes a bottom up cost model and estimates the network OPEX and
CAPEX savings given the change in the busy hour traffic levels. The utilized cost model is a
modified version of the model used by Swedish telecom regulator PTS to calculate operator
interconnection prices. The model was modified with Finnish geographic, population, and
communication market data.
The network savings are estimated for a generic operator over the years 2011-2015 under several
different scenarios. The network cost simulation is detailed further in Section 4.2. These network
savings are then compared against the incentives given to customers.

1.4 Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into five main parts: introduction, background theory, data collection and
analysis, simulations, and conclusions. The background, data, and analysis sections contain
subsections dealing with specific topics. The entire structure is depicted in Figure 2. The network
capacity solutions background section can be skipped without losing continuity, especially for
those readily familiar with mobile data networks.
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FIGURE 2 – FLOW STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

2 Background Theory
2.1 Overview of Network Capacity Solutions
A brief overview of different proposed solutions to the network capacity problem is presented.
The solutions are divided into two categories: increasing network capacity and decreasing network
load. The overview helps emphasize why many of the potential solutions are insufficient to deal
with future busy hour traffic growth in a cost effective way.
2.1.1 Increasing Network Capacity
Upgrade current infrastructure
One of the most cost effective methods to increase mobile data capacity is to upgrade current
macro cell site infrastructure to more spectrally efficient standards such as LTE and HSDPA+ DC.
These new standards use advanced signaling methods, directional antennas, and other
technologies in order provide higher throughput per hertz. Figure 3 illustrates the spectral
efficiency of several common 3GPP standards in different configurations. Commercial LTE
networks are now widespread in many developed countries. For example, Verizon’s LTE network
now covers about 200 million people or two thirds of US population (Fitchard, 2011).
However, spectral efficiencies of mobile standards are approaching the theoretical Shannon limit
implying that future link level gains in mobile standards spectral efficiency will be relatively small
(Dineen & Howard, 2009). Also the main spectral efficiency gains of LTE require the use of MIMO
directional antennas which may be difficult to integrate into mobile handsets due to spatial
correlation problems.
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FIGURE 3 – DOWNLINK SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY OF SEVERAL 3GPP STANDARDS (BOHAGEN & BINNINGSBO ,
2010)
In the long term, spectrum management technologies such as cognitive radios will likely allow for
better spectrum management. However these technologies require significant changes to current
infrastructure and additional research to become feasible and thus won’t help in the short to
medium term (Shin, Kim, Min, & Kumar, 2010).
Build new infrastructure (Macro Cell Densification)
Another option for increasing mobile data capacity is to simply increase the density of macro sites
in highly congested areas. The increase in site density would mean fewer users on each site and
thus higher available bandwidth for each user. Ericsson estimates that doubling macro site density
would double downlink capacity and triple uplink capacity (due to closer distances that are easier
for low power devices to reach) (Landström, Furuskar, Johansson, Falconetti, & Kronestedt, 2011).
Such an option is expensive though since it would require building new sites and backhaul access.
A recent analysis estimated the cost of building a new site was five times as expensive as adding a
new wireless channel at an existing site (Rysavy Research, 2010). Also the approval process for
building new infrastructure such as cell towers or panel antennas can be frustratingly long. In
Finland, for example, applications for new base stations can take up to 2 years to be approved,
though the average is 6 months (GSMA, 2012).
Chapin & Lehr (2011) recently proposed a novel approach that combines cell densification with
infrastructure and network sharing between operators. This shared infrastructure approach helps
decrease costs as expensive resources such as fiber backhaul, towers, and even antennas are
shared. The approach however needs to ensure that these sharing entities don’t form cartels and
limit competition, thus public policy and business practice changes would also be needed.
Build new infrastructure (Micro Cell Densification)
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A third option involves creating a heterogeneous network that utilizes additional small cell
network technologies, such as micro, pico or femtocells. The approach is similar to the macro cell
densification option but the number of sites is significantly increased and the size of each site is
much smaller. A recent analysis estimated that a femtocell densification would require 70-80
times the number of sites as macro cell densification with the same performance level (Hiltunen,
2011). The analysis also concluded that such a densification would be less economically attractive
to operators compared to a macro densification.
TABLE I – REQUIRED NEW SITES AND CELLS FOR DIFFERENT DENSIFICATION OPTIONS (HILTUNEN, 2011)
Macro
Densification
1

Micro
Densification
7-8X

Pico
Densification
65X

Femto
Densification
70-80X

New
Sites*
New
3
2.5X
22X
23-27X
Cells*
*New sites and cells needed for similar performance gain (values are relative to macro
densification option)
However operators such as AT&T now offer customers the ability to deploy femtocells in their
homes. These femtocells utilize the customer’s existing fixed line internet connection and thus
make deployment much less costly. AT&T has also announced a trial of small cell deployment in
their public network in 2012 (Gabriel, 2012).
While micro densification improves throughput significantly there are practical limits to the
density of cells because of, for example, inter-cell interference (Farber, 2011). In other words cell
density can reach a point of diminishing returns and even possibly negative returns.
Wi-Fi Offloading
A final option involves transparently offloading traffic onto Wi-Fi networks. GSMA has already
started an initiative to use SIM card information to seamlessly authenticate users for access to
carrier or third party Wi-Fi networks (GSMA, 2012). While MetroPCS preloads applications on
some of their Android smartphones that automatically connects to partner Wi-Fi hotspots (Marek,
2011). This option is especially attractive for operators such as ATT which owns an extensive Wi-Fi
access network in the US consisting of about 29,000 hotspots (AT&T, 2012).
2.1.2 Decreasing Network Load
Price Mechanisms (Price and Data caps)
The law of demand indicates that for a price elastic good, such as mobile data, price increases can
be used to lower the quantity demanded.
Under a flat rate pricing scheme, a price increase will cause some price sensitive customers to
drop their subscriptions and data demand will be lowered. However the data demand decrease
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will likely be very small because (1) highly price sensitive customers typically use less data3 and (2)
the price increase doesn’t add any incentive for the remaining customers to moderate their data
usage (because price and usage aren’t linked). Similarly the operator will lose many of the most
profitable customers (in terms of revenue per bits transferred).
Thus operators are migrating to pricing schemes that link price and data usage, such as data cap
pricing. Data cap pricing represents a compromise between flat rate pricing and per megabyte
pricing. In data cap pricing a single price is paid for large block of data (typically around 3GB) and
then any overage forces the customer to automatically buy another block. The pros and cons of
these different pricing schemes are summarized in Table II. A typical graph of total cost versus
usage for these schemes is presented in Figure 4.
TABLE II – PROS AND CONS OF DIFFERENT MOBILE DATA PRICING SCHEMES4
Scheme
Flat Rate
Pricing
Data Cap
Pricing

Usage
Pricing

Pros
 Speeds adoption
 Simple to implement and understand
 Requires no mental accounting
 Incentive to moderate usage after cap
 Possibility to add small data option
for very price sensitive

 Incentive to moderate usage

Cons
 Low usage customers subsidize
high usage customers
 No incentive to moderate usage
 Complex to implement and
understand
 Requires moderate mental
accounting
 Difficult for consumers to map
activities to data usage
 Requires significant mental
accounting
 Difficult for consumers to map
activities to data usage

The biggest advantage of data cap pricing for operators is the incentive for high usage customers
to moderate their usage. For example, the operator can increase the price of additional overage
blocks to moderate usage of high usage customers without affecting the more profitable low
usage customers.
However even data cap pricing does not deal with the issue of busy hour congestion since all
usage is treated equally with regard to the data cap. In other words, monthly data caps incentivize
customers to moderate usage on a monthly time scale while congestion typically occurs on an
hourly or minutely time scale.

3

The underlying assumption is that low usage customers are less likely to believe mobile data a necessity,
thus their individual price elasticity’s are more elastic and they are more price sensitive
4
Derived from (Courcoubetis & Weber, 2003) & (Harno, 2010)
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FIGURE 4 – TYPICAL TOTAL COST VS. USAGE GRAPH FOR DIFFERENT PRICING SCHEMES
Odlyzko, St. Arnaud, Stallman, & Weinberg (2012) reinforced this viewpoint in a recent report on
usage based pricing (UBP). They argue that “UBP is an ineffective means to address network
congestion” because of this time scale mismatch and that “Unless UBP contains a time-of-day
billing feature and some immediate feedback on congestion it is hard to imagine how it can be
used as a congestion management tool.”
Compression technologies
Compression technologies can help reduce bandwidth demand by shrinking the size of the data to
be transferred. The most important mobile data compression technologies are probably advanced
video codecs that can significantly reduce the bandwidth required for even HD video. For example
MPEG-2 encoded 1080i HD video requires about 20 Mbps while MPEG-4 part10 encoded 1080i HD
video requires only 6-9 Mbps (Krogfoss, Hanson, & Vale, 2011).
The impact is substantial given that mobile video currently drives about 50% of mobile data traffic
and HD traffic accounts for a disproportional amount of that traffic. For example, only about 1% of
video requests on Android smartphones are for 720p resolution HD video; however, those
requests make up over 26% of total Android video traffic volume (Bytemobile, 2012).
Content Caching
Caching refers to storing commonly requested web content closer to the requesting user thus
reducing congestion on intermediate links. The biggest determinant of the efficiency of caching is
the percentage of traffic that could be cached, known as the cachability of the traffic. In other
words, cachability is the amount of content repeatedly requested within a certain time frame.
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Recent estimates have put the cachability of HTTP traffic at about 22% of total byte traffic under
ideal circumstances (Ager, Schneider, Juhoon, & Feldmann, 2010). However obstacles such as
personalization of content, dynamic content, and load balancing equipment can limit the
effectiveness of caching by making it more difficult to determine if different users are requesting
the same content.
In mobile networks the cachability of traffic needs to be only about 5% for caching at primary sites
(service nodes and external network connectivity points) to be economically feasible (Catrein,
Lohrer, Meyer, Rembarz, & Weidenfeller, 2011).
However primary site caching does not address congestion at the radio access network or on the
links between the secondary sites (radio network controllers and base station controllers) and
primary sites.

2.2 General Time Dependent Pricing Theory
The background theory of time dependent pricing is presented from both a general perspective
and more detailed data network perspective. Also the historical use, current research, and
potential obstacles of time dependent pricing are reviewed.
General Theory
Time dependent pricing is a pricing mechanism in which the price of good or service depends on
the time of delivery, provisioning, or purchase. In effect, time dependent pricing is a form of price
discrimination that leverages the principles that people have different price and time sensitivities
for different activities.
TDP is a tool in the larger field of yield management. Yield management attempts to maximize
revenues of a fixed supply, perishable resource by utilizing customer information. The goal of yield
management has been described as providing “the right service to the right customer at the right
time for the right price” (Smyk, 2011). Yield management has been practiced extensively in the
airline and hospitality industry. For example, an estimated 4-5% of the revenue of major airlines is
derived through yield management techniques (Smyk, 2011).
The primary purpose of using TDP is to temporally shift demand in order to gain an advantage
(typically cost savings, revenue gains, or congestion reduction). For example a hotel might have
higher demand (reservation requests) than supply (hotel rooms) in the peak summer season but
significantly lower demand than supply in the off-peak winter season. A single year round price
scheme would lead to missed revenues from the lack of supply in the summer and the lack of
demand in the winter. Higher prices in summer and lower prices in winter helps shift some of the
demand thus typically increasing overall revenues.
Fundamental Economic Basis
Such a demand shift is highly dependent on the relationship between marginal benefit and
marginal cost. A marginal choice decision model indicates that an agent will perform an action
10

when the marginal benefit exceeds the marginal cost. The marginal benefit is the marginal utility
in standardized comparable units, while marginal cost is taken to be the price. In a decision with
multiple exclusive options an agent attempts to choose the option which maximizes the surplus
marginal benefit as indicated in Equation 1.
EQUATION 1 – MARGINAL CHOICE AS A FUNCTION OF PRICE AND UTILITY
( (
(

)

)

)

Empirical evidence suggests that the utility function, ( ), is composed primarily of two factors:
( ) and ( ) (as shown in Equation 2) (Pine, et al., 2009). ( ) is the classical utility function
that is typically represented as a logarithmic function in accordance with the law of diminishing
returns. ( ) is a temporal discounting function that discounts utility based on the delay (time)
until the good or service is consumed. The discounting function is typically represented
hyperbolically. These two functions are integrated in the dorsal striatum of the human forebrain.
and are factors that vary for each individual and determine the strength of each effect.
EQUATION 2 – UTILITY AS A FUNCTION OF QUANTITY AND TIME
(

)

( )

( )

The fundamental existence of ( ) explain why many forms of TDP work. Furthermore the
individual variation of
explains why often TDP cannot optimally shift demand. Specifically,
individuals with very high
values require too large a price discount for shifting their demand.
General Usage in Industry
TDP is typically used in industries with (1) fixed supply or capacity (in the short run), (2) high sunk
costs, (3) highly variable but predictable demand, (4) perishable goods, and (5) low marginal costs
up to the supply or capacity limit (Humair, 2001). These industries cannot easily adapt their supply
or capacity (in the short run) to fit demand. Furthermore since their product is perishable and
their marginal costs low, they have a strong incentive to use (typically) pricing to make demand
match their supply.
The telecom and internet service provider industries readily fit these criteria. Telecoms and ISPs
have fixed capacity in the short run because building and upgrading data networks is a long
process. These networks also typically require high sunk costs that are amortized over several
years. Network demand is highly variable but repetitive in the daily and weekly time scale. And
network time slots (access to network services at a specific time) cannot be sold after the time slot
has passed and thus are perishable goods.
However several potential problems exist in using TDP in the telecom and ISP industries. These
problems can be seen when comparing the telecom and ISP industries with industries that use
TDP extensively. For instance, in the airline industry most customers have high demand elasticity
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because airline tickets are usually a large expenditure relative to income. However internet service
expenditures are often smaller compared to income level and thus might be less elastic. Less
elasticity would mean that potentially large and unsustainable rewards would be required to
substantially shift traffic demand. In Finland in 2011, for example, mobile data transfer services
accounted for only 14% of total monthly telecom expenditures, amounting to just €8.40 per
month per household consumer (FICORA, 2012). This expenditure amounts to less than .8% of
median monthly household consumer disposable income (Statistics Finland, 2011).
2.2.1 Usage in Network Services
TDP usage in other network service industries, such as traffic management and electrical power
distribution, is particularly interesting because these industries face similar problems as mobile
network operators. In fact in many network services TDP more accurately represents the true
service provider cost structure as opposed to other pricing schemes.
For example, in electric power companies the marginal cost of producing a unit of electricity
depends on the instantaneous aggregate demand, which varies considerably over a single day.
However historically electric power has been priced by averaging operating costs over the long
term. This average cost pricing creates economic inefficiencies whereby off peak usage customers
subsidize the costs of peak usage customers.
If the service usage is sufficiently price elastic and time insensitive then TDP can allow service
providers to flatten out the usage variations over time as a means to lessen congestion and
increase network efficiency. For instance, currently the instantaneous utilization of a mobile data
network also varies considerably over a single day (Figure 5 shows the merged normalized daily
traffic level of several major Finnish mobile network operators). Flatter usage would allow for a
smaller more cost efficient network because IP data networks are typically dimensioned through
over-provisioning (Nucci & Papagiannaki, 2009).
In other words, networks are dimensioned such that capacity is sufficient for the busiest session
(known as the busy hour) of traffic so that quality of service never degrades significantly due to
network congestion. However when the differential between the busy and non-busy times is large
then the network is significantly underutilized during these non-busy times. Thus companies
attempt to keep usage flatter in order to lower their network capital and operating expenditures
as well as lower congestion.
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FIGURE 5 – MERGED NORMALIZED DAILY TRAFFIC OF SEVERAL FINNISH MOBILE NETWORK OPERATORS
(FROM MOMIE NETWORK MEASUREMENTS )
Estimates indicate that in mobile data networks these cost savings will be driven primarily by
lower access network costs (Thanawala, El-Sayed, Morawski, Mukhopadhyay, Zhao, & UrrutiaValdés, 2010). Though, large differences in country or region specific network costs could affect
this conclusion. These effects are summarized in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6 – FACTORS AND EFFECTS OF TIME DEPENDENT PRICING ON NETWORK SERVICES
2.2.2 Types
TDP schemes can be divided into several types of varying complexity depending on the granularity
of the price intervals and the frequency of price updates. Typically pricing schemes that update in
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real time and adapt to changing user behavior are known as dynamic pricing while those that do
not are known as static pricing. See Sen, Joe-Wong, Ha, & Chaing (2012) for a more detailed
overview of the different types of static and dynamic pricing.
Time of Day Pricing (static pricing)
In time of day pricing different prices are charged for different hours of a day but the price at a
particular hour doesn’t change between days. Time of day pricing leverages the fact that network
traffic typically follows diurnal patterns driven by human behavior. Figure 7 shows a fast Fourier
transform of the aggregate traffic demand between two network nodes at the major American ISP
Sprint in 2001. The figure clearly shows a diurnal pattern along with a pattern at the 168 hour
mark (denoting a week).
Time of day pricing is probably the most widely used TDP mechanism because of the simplicity of
implementation and easiness to understand. However, this simplicity can merely lead to the
creation of a secondary permanent traffic peak in the cheaper time of day instead of a flatter
distribution of traffic.

FIGURE 7 –FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM OF AGGREGATE DOWNSTREAM TRAFFIC AT MAJOR AMERICAN ISP
(NUCCI & PAPAGIANNAKI, 2009)
Dynamic Congestion (or Real-Time) Pricing (dynamic pricing)
In dynamic congestion pricing different prices are charged for different hours of the day and prices
even vary between days. In other words, every hour of every day can have a different price
depending on congestion at that specific hour. Dynamic pricing is more complicated to implement
and more difficult for customers to understand than time of day pricing but can produce a flatter
traffic distribution.
2.2.3 Historical and Current Usage
Historically TDP has been utilized in many different industries including the telecommunications,
electric power, and road industries.
Telecommunications Industry
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In the telephone industry time of day pricing has been used to shift demand from the peak usage
daytime hours to the low usage nighttime hours. Campaigns such as AT&T’s unlimited voice
minutes for nights show such a strategy. AT&T specifies two distinct usage periods: night lasts
from 21:00 to 5:59 and day from 6:00 to 20:59 (ATT, 2012).
More complex dynamic congestion pricing of voice services has gained significant traction in
emerging markets, especially in Africa. Trials of these pricing schemes were carried out in 2006 in
South Africa and eventually launched in Swaziland by operator MTN (Dobardziev & Green, 2012).
The system works by detecting low usage times in cells and then broadcasting messages to the
users in those cells notifying them of the discount (which can reach 90%). The service provider of
MTN’s dynamic charging system claims that peak usage in overloaded cells was reduced by 14%
(Digitata, 2012).
Road Industry
Several major European and Asian cities have adopted TDP for traffic management including Oslo,
Stockholm, London, and Singapore. These schemes help prevent congestion by charging a toll for
cars entering the city center. In Stockholm the toll even varies hourly and is depicted in Figure 8.
The peaks in the toll prices correspond to busy commuting hours.
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FIGURE 8 – TOLL PRICE FOR ENTERING STOCKHOLM CITY CENTER BY CAR (HÅRSMAN & Q UIGLEY , 2010)
Electricity Industry
The electricity industry has also experimented with time of day pricing and many trials have been
carried out. Most of the trials show at least some reduction in the peak period demand. For
instance the California Statewide Pricing Pilot showed a 5% reduction in residential demand
during the peak period (Faruqui, Hledik, & Sergici, Piloting The Smart Grid, 2009). In fact the main
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barriers to full scale deployment of time of day or dynamic pricing in electrical markets are no
longer technological but customer related; these barriers are discussed more in Section 2.2.4.
Internet Service Industry
Several internet service providers with inherently low capacity networks, such as satellite internet
providers, have implemented forms of time of day pricing. For example, Sonera Finland provides a
satellite internet service with a 13GB monthly cap and 10€ per extra GB. However from 22:00 to
6:00 only half of the data traffic is counted toward the cap thus the effective cost is lower (Sonera,
2012).
2.2.4 Major Obstacles
Political and Public Resistance
Political resistance has been a major factor preventing the adoption of TDP in, for example, the
electricity market. The political argument is that TDP unfairly affects low income customers
including senior citizens and young families (Faruqui, The Ethics of Dynamic Pricing, 2010). These
types of customers have relatively inelastic electricity usage and very little discretionary usage
(which is typically more elastic) (Alexander, 2010). A study by the University of Melbourne
estimated that low income customers of Victoria, Australia would pay 30% more per year under a
new smart meter electricity program (McGann & Moss, 2010). The Victoria program was
eventually reevaluated and more controls were put in place to address the impact to low income
customers.
More generally, public resistance to TDP has also been quite strong. In traffic management, most
large cities faced public discontent over the introduction of the TDP congestion tolls. An early
researcher of TDP claimed that people view prices that vary according to circumstances of the
moment as intrinsically evil (Vickrey, 1971). In other words, ethically, people view prices that are
subject to market vagaries as procedurally unfair5. This view clashes with traditional economic
theory. Economic theory implies that TDP should be the fairest mechanism because TDP is the
most economically efficient. However, as noted by Bunzl (2010), such an implication applies only
under unrealistic assumptions such as equal initial endowments and perfect information.
Psychologically, reasons for resistance include the flat rate bias effect, whereby consumers prefer
fixed as opposed to variable prices. A number of psychological effects contribute to this bias,
including mental accounting, ambiguity aversion, cognitive dissonance, loss aversion, and
reference dependence (Mitomo, Tokio, & Nakaba, 2009). These effects are summarized in Table
III.

5

The term unfair refers to the Rawlsian concept of fairness whereby procedures for deciding outcomes
should be evaluated without specific knowledge of one’s own position relative to the outcomes (Freeman,
2008).
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TABLE III – PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO FLAT RATE BIAS
Psychological Phenomena
Loss Aversion
Reference Dependence
Mental Accounting

Ambiguity Aversion
Cognitive Dissonance

Definition
Consumers weight potential losses substantially more than potential
gains of the same magnitude (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979)
Consumers judge outcomes based on the deviation from a reference
point (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979)
Consumers prefer to be unburdened from thinking about how their
expenditures are accumulating during usage (Herweg & Mierendorff,
2011)
Consumers prefer known risks to potentially unknown risks
(Camerer, Loewenstein, & Rabin, 2004)
Consumers unwillingness to challenge their current beliefs (Mitomo,
Tokio, & Nakaba, 2009)

TDP trials in several industries, especially the electric power industry, have attempted to
counteract some of these psychological effects. The methods utilized are summarized in Table IV.
TABLE IV – METHODS USED IN TDP TO MINIMIZE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO FLAT
RATE BIAS
Psychological Phenomena
Loss Aversion

Mental Accounting
Ambiguity Aversion
Cognitive Dissonance

Methods to Minimize Effect in TDP
Only positive rewards for shifting demand prevents fear of loss (Cap
on total cost per month equal to cost calculated under flat rate
price)
Automated tools which plan usage, calculate accumulated costs,
and alert users reduce the need for mental accounting
Cap on the total cost per month creates known risk as opposed to
unknown risk
Voluntary opt-in to programs and trials

Exceptions to public resistance
The previously mentioned congestion toll system in Stockholm provides a notable exception to
public resistance of TDP. The system was approved by a public referendum after a seven month
trial period. The trial period gave residents a chance to see how the system would actually help
the congestion problem. Thus while initial public and political resistance to TDP is typically
encountered, if the benefits can be readily shown then the resistance can sometimes be
overcome.
Informing the Customer
A major obstacle to time dependent pricing, especially dynamic pricing, is that customers must be
updated and informed of the varying prices. However technology is helping to overcome this
obstacle. The introduction and rollout of smart meters in the electricity market is one example.
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These new smart meters along with secondary displays and smart thermostats will allow
consumers to monitor the price of electricity at any time as well as plan future usage to help
minimize their total costs.
Future technology such as thermostats that automatically adjust for changes in price might even
make the need to inform the customer irrelevant altogether.
Optimal Price Calculation
Optimal price calculation refers to the problem of choosing the correct prices for different times in
order to minimize total costs to the service provider. Typically crude approximations are used and
then adjusted over time until an optimum is reached. However if customer behavior also changes
over time then the adjustments must be made over again.
Researchers, including the previously mentioned TUBE Project, are attempting to integrate
automated customer monitoring and feedback loops into their pricing systems. Thus price
calculations would be automated and self adjusting.
Mobile Data Network Specific Obstacles
Congestion in mobile networks is often discussed as if the congestion is a single entity either
present or not within the network. Realistically, congestion in mobile network typically occurs on a
per cell basis whereby cell traffic is much peakier than the aggregate core network traffic
(Thanawala, El-Sayed, Morawski, Mukhopadhyay, Zhao, & Urrutia-Valdés, 2010). Thus TDP is most
effective if deployed on a per cell basis whereby the prices per cell would change dynamically
(such as the system used by MTN Swaziland and described in Section 2.2.3). However deployment
on a per cell basis also brings more complexity and is more difficult for customers to understand
and control.
2.2.5 Current Research
Electricity Market
Current research in TDP is focused primarily on the electricity industry. Major initiatives, consumer
trials, and large scale deployments are starting in many countries. For example Finland already
requires electricity distribution companies to offer time-of-use based pricing by law (Kester,
Burgos, & Parsons, 2009). While EU wide, the European Commission aims to deploy smart meters
(necessary for informing the customer in dynamic pricing schemes) to over 80% of the EU by 2020.
Most research today focuses on which specific TDP pricing scheme to use in these diverse markets
and the effect these schemes will have on different customer groups (see Faruqui, 2010). As
mentioned previously, the potential impact on different customer groups remains a major hurdle
to large scale adoption.
ISP Market (TUBE Project)
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The time dependent, usage based, broadband price engineering (TUBE) project at Princeton is a
research project looking at dynamic pricing for broadband internet. The project is attempting to
solve some of the major problems associated with dynamic pricing including optimal price
calculation through rigorous mathematical modeling of time dependent usage.
The result of the project so far is a prototype system that allows ISPs to easily offer time dynamic
broadband pricing to customers. Figure 9 depicts the logical components of the prototype system.
The feedback loop of the system allows for rewards to be adjusted as customer behavior changes,
even over small timescales. Thus prices are continually calculated so that the next 24 hours of
prices are always available. The user (through an application on a smartphone or laptop) can view
these prices, their usage behavior, set application specific usage rules, and initiate an autopilot
mode (where best guess usage choices are made for the user in some cases).

Smartphone
Price
Optimization
System
User Profiling
User
Network
Monitor

FIGURE 9 – DIAGRAM OF TUBE P ROJECT PROTOYPE SYSTEM FOR BROADBAND TDP (JOE -WONG,
SANGTAE , & CHIANG, TIME -DEPENDENT BROADBAND PRICING: FEASIBILITY AND BENEFITS, 2011)
The heart of the system is a mathematical model that describes the operator’s objective in TDP as
a convex optimization problem. The formulation of the problem as convex is important because
many convex optimization problems (as opposed to general optimization problems) can be solved
in polynomial time and thus remain computationally efficient even for large scale use (Boyd &
Vandenberghe, 2009). The TUBE project has conducted user trials of Princeton university students
and staff in cooperation with US mobile network operator AT&T.

3 Data Collection and Analysis
The data collection methods and results for the mobile network traffic measurements and the
university student survey are presented.

3.1 Mobile Network Traffic Measurements
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Traffic measurements of two major Finnish mobile network operators were collected as part of
the MoMIE project. The measurements were performed over the winter of 2011-2012 at each
operator’s premises.
Measurement Collection Point
The measurements were performed at the internet APN, specifically at the outbound interface of
a single Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). This interface, known as the Gi interface, contains
only IP packets as the 3GPP protocol header is stripped away at the GGSN. Figure 10 depicts this
interface in a typical mobile network.
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FIGURE 10 - TYPICAL MOBILE NETWORK WITH GI INTERFACE INDICATED (SHOWN AS RED DASHED LINE )
(RIIKONEN, MOBILE INTERNET USAGE - NETWORK TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS , 2009)
While only a single Gi interface was measured, an assumption is made that the network traffic is
equally divided and load balanced between the GGSNs and thus provides a representative sample.
See Riikonen (Mobile Internet Usage - Network Traffic Measurements, 2009) for more detailed
information about the methodology of the mobile traffic measurements performed in the MoMIE
project.
Measurement Collection Process
Endace Data Acquisition and Generation cards were used along with proprietary Aalto University
capturing software. The propriety software is based on the pcap library, libpcap. Additionally the
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TSTAT deep packet inspection software 6 version 2.2 was used to collection information relevant
for traffic classification.
Measurement Anonymization
The data was already considered partially anonymized due to the use of dynamic IP addresses by
the operators. Additionally only network and transport level header data was stored for later
analysis. The packet body data was discarded after being inspected by TSTAT. Finally, the last byte
of each IP address was randomized to ensure anonymization.
Measurement Classification
The measurement data was classified into activity categories by utilizing a combination of the
TSTAT built in classification engine and a custom mapping of different classification properties
(protocol type, specific application (i.e. YouTube), etc.) to activity categories. The full custom
mapping can be seen in Section 7.3. As mentioned, the activity categories were derived so that a
majority of the traffic would fall into one of the categories and that the categories would have a
wide range of time sensitivities. The categories and some associated protocols are shown in Table
V.
TABLE V – ACTIVITY CATEGORIES AND SOME ASSOCIATED PROTOCOLS
Activity Category
Email and Social Networking

Internet Browsing
Watching Internet Videos
Listening to Streaming Music
File Downloading
Online Gaming7
Software Updates8
Unclassified

Associated Protocols
Email Protocols (SMTP, POP3,IMAP4)
Messaging Protocols (MSN, SKYPE, YMSG, XMPP)
Web Protocols to Social Sites (HTTP to Facebook, Twitter, MSN)
Web Protocols (General HTTP)
Web Protocols with Video (Video over HTTP)
Media Protocols (RTP, RTSP,RTCP,RTMP)
Streaming Music Protocols (ICY, UDP to Spotify)
Web Protocols to File Sites (HTTP to Rapidshare, Mediafire)
Peer to Peer Protocols (P2P, ED2K, BitTorrent MSE/PE)
--Unknown Protocols
Encrypted Protocols (SSL,TLS,SSH 2.0)

TSTATs classification engine utilizes several methods for classification including pure deep packet
inspection (PDPI), finite state machine deep packet inspection (FSMDPI), and behavioral
6

The TSTAT (TCP Statistics and Analysis) software is a deep packet inspection passive network sniffer
developed by the Polytechnic University of Turin.
7
Online gaming traffic could not be detected (see applying classification data to model/simulation
Subsection).
8
Software update traffic also could not be detected (see applying classification data to model/simulation
Subsection).
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classification (BC). PDPI compares the signature of a packet payload against a known signature
database in an attempt to find a match and is considered the classic methodology. FSMDPI
examines several packets of a flow to determine if the flow follows a specific protocol
specification (such as HTTP GET request and OK response). Finally BC looks at the properties of a
flow such as packet size and arrival times in an attempt to identify encrypted or obfuscated
applications. See Finamore, Mellia, Meo, Munafo, and Rossi (2011) for a more detailed description
of the TSTAT classification method and empirical usage.
Classification Assumptions and Simplifications
Several assumptions about traffic distributions and classification were made in order to simplify
calculations or as a result of limitations of TSTAT.
Traffic volume for a flow was assumed to be equally distributed over the lifetime of the flow. This
assumption is clearly a simplification but was necessary because TSTAT does not record the
distribution of the packets within the flow lifetime.
TCP flows with multiple classification types (such as both HTTP and P2P) were classified according
to the following logic: If one of classification types is HTTP then classify as the other type, if one of
the classification types is P2P then classify as P2P, otherwise classify by arbitrarily choosing one of
the two types. Flows with multiple classification types represented only a small fraction of the
total flows and volume.
Spotify (streaming music) traffic was detected and classified according to a custom algorithm that
utilized IP address filtering and traffic assumptions based on empirical studies (Kreitz & Niemelä,
2010). The algorithm is fully described in Footnote 14 of Section 7.3.
Classification Results
The traffic classification indicates that a large majority of the traffic is unsurprisingly file
downloading and web browsing. File downloading represents 24.72% of total daily traffic while
web browsing represents 53.27%. Streaming music and social networking/email represent the
smallest shares of total daily traffic with 1.10% and 1.49% respectively. The merged normalized
daily traffic by category is depicted in Figure 11.
The share of internet video traffic, 4.00% of total daily traffic, is quite small and conflicts with
recent estimates that suggest about 50% of mobile operators traffic is internet video (Sandvine,
2012). The discrepancy can be explained by looking at recent changes to the TSTAT classification
program. Several video classification related flaws were fixed and features were added in TSTAT
version 2.3 (Telecommunication Networks Group - Politecnico di Torino, 2012). These flaws likely
caused the misclassification of some internet video traffic as internet browsing traffic (assuming
most internet video traffic such as YouTube is transferred over HTTP).
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FIGURE 11 – MERGED NORMALIZED DAILY TRAFFIC OF SEVERAL FINNISH MOBILE NETWORK OPERATORS
(BY CATEGORY )
The busiest single hour occurs between 20:30 and 21:30 and represents about 6.65% of the total
daily traffic volume. In comparison, the Swedish Telecom Regulator (PTS) and consulting company
Analysys Mason estimate that the busiest single hour in Swedish mobile networks represents
about 6.5% of total daily traffic (Analysys Mason, 2011).
The peak-to-trough ratio is 4.46, meaning the busiest hour represents 4.46 times more traffic than
the least busiest hour. Interestingly, the ratio is in line with the average peak-to-trough ratio of
European fixed access networks (4.27) according to recent measurements (Sandvine, 2011).
Comparatively, the ratio is significantly larger than the peak-to-trough ratios of North and South
American mobile networks (~2.70 and 2.22 respectively) yet significantly smaller than the Asian
Pacific mobile network ratio (~6.25) (Sandvine, 2012).
The shares of categories during the busy hour is also critically important since a significant amount
of the traffic should be shifted from the busy hour to non busy hours. As expected, web browsing
is more prevalent during the busy hour than in aggregate (representing about 58% of the busy
hour traffic versus 53.2% in aggregate). In contrast, file downloading is less prevalent
(representing about 21% of the busy hour traffic versus 24.72% in aggregate).
Each activity category accumulated the total bytes of the category at a different rate. The
accumulation of bytes for each category are depicted in Figure 12.
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FIGURE 12 – MERGED CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC OF SEVERAL FINNISH MOBILE NETWORK OPERATORS (BY
CATEGORY )
As expected, file downloading shows the most consistent accumulation rate likely because file
downloading is easily automated and left to run overnight or while at work. In contrast, streaming
music seems to show the lowest accumulation rate at night. The low rate makes sense because
most people only want to listen to music while they are awake and typically listen when they are
at work.
Applying Classification Results to Model/Simulation
Several further assumptions and simplifications were made so the classification results could be
used in the model and simulation.
The internet browsing and internet video categories were combined into a single category
because of the high probability that most internet video traffic was actually classified as internet
browsing and because the two categories patience indices were assumed to be similar.
Online gaming traffic could not be detected because TSTAT does not yet support the classification
of online gaming traffic. However due to the high latency of 3G mobile broadband an assumption
is made that online gaming traffic is relatively low. In fact, recent empirical measurements
indicated 3G latencies of about 125 ms on a major Finnish mobile network (Epitiro, 2011).
Latencies of under 75 ms are preferred for most online gaming (especially traffic intensive games
such as first person shooters) (Blajic, Nogulic, & Druzijanic, 2007). Furthermore only 8% of Finnish
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mobile broadband only customers say they use the internet for gaming (compared with 23% of
customers with high speed (>8 Mbit/s) fixed connections) (FICORA, 2011).
Software update traffic could also not be detected because TSTAT does not yet support
classification of software updates. An assumption was made that software updates represent
about 2% of total mobile traffic at any one time (due primarily to Microsoft Windows updates
performed over 3G through attached dongles). The 2% estimate is taken from recent empirical
measurements of North American mobile networks (Sandvine, 2012). The software update traffic
volumes were subtracted from the internet browsing category since Windows Update uses HTTP
to download updates and thus the traffic was likely classified as internet browsing by TSTAT.
The final traffic percentages as utilized in the TDP simulation (after the mentioned assumptions
and simplifications) are depicted in Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13 - TRAFFIC AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TRAFFIC AS USED IN TDP MODEL (BY CATEGORY )

3.2 Time Sensitivity Survey
In order to estimate the time sensitivities of different activity categories for Finnish customers a
survey of Aalto University students was performed. A total of 30 students were surveyed including
12 Finns and 17 foreigners. The average age was 25.52 years old with a standard deviation of 2.95
years and the gender distribution was 86% male and 14% female. Additional statistics can be
found in appendix 7.1.
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Most of the students surveyed are studying communication engineering and very knowledgeable
about communication systems and mobile phones. The students were considered early adopters
and not representative of Finnish mobile customers as a whole. However the results do add
confidence to similar results found in surveys performed by the TUBE project in the US and India
(Joe-Wong, Sangtae, & Chiang, Time-Dependent Broadband Pricing: Feasibility and Benefits,
2011).
The survey included questions about whether the students would delay certain activities in order
to realize a price reduction. A sample question of this form is shown in Box 1 and the entire survey
can be found in appendix 7.2.
BOX 1 - SAMPLE QUESTION FROM TIME SENSITIVITY SURVEY
Suppose that a new data plan allows you to enjoy your current level of data usage at one-third of your current bill.
However, this data plan needs you to wait before you can start watching Internet videos (e.g. YouTube). Will you
use this cheaper plan for you (or your family members) if this wait is:
0-5 mins: Yes or No
5-10 mins: Yes or No
10-15 mins: Yes or No
15-30 mins: Yes or No
30-60 mins: Yes or No

The survey indicates that the most time sensitive activities are email, social networking, and
gaming. And the least sensitive are file downloading and OS/application updates. Figure 14 gives a
rough idea of the time sensitivities of all the different activities, with a higher percentage
indicating higher time sensitivity. For example, about 75% of the Finnish students said they
wouldn’t delay email and social networking activities even for a 66% price reduction.
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FIGURE 14 – PERCENTAGE OF SURVEYED WHO WON’T DELAY ACTIVITY (GIVEN 66% PRICE REDUCTION
FOR MOST ACTIVITIES AND 90% REDUCTION FOR SMS)
The most important time sensitivities, in relation to shifting demand, are those of activities that
require high sustained traffic volumes. Internet video is the most obvious example of such an
activity, especially considering that video now accounts for about 50% of all mobile traffic in many
networks (Bytemobile, 2012). Figure 15 shows a detailed graph of the maximum waiting time for
watching internet videos (given a 66% price reduction).
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FIGURE 15 – MAXIMUM WAITING TIME FOR W ATCHING INTERNET VIDEOS OF SURVEYED (GIVEN 66%
PRICE REDUCTION )
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The waiting times indicate that while some early adopters are willing to delay watching internet
videos, they will delay only for short periods. Thus the potential for TDP to affect internet video
habits could be limited. The fundamental reason for any high time sensitivity, of course, depends
on the reason for watching the video in the first place. Video watched primarily for enjoyment in
mobile contexts could indicate a person trying to utilize some time that would otherwise be
wasted (for example, watching a television episode while commuting by bus to work in the
morning). A user would probably not be willing to delay such an activity.
Patience Indices
The distribution of the waiting times for an activity can be transformed into a number, known as a
patience index, which represents the time sensitivity of the activity relative to the other activities.
The transformation can be performed in several ways but the most important result is the relative
order of the activities.
The patient indices utilized in the TDP simulation were calculated by linearly transforming the
percentages of respondents who won’t delay an activity onto a 0-5 scale. The scale thus
represents the full range of time sensitivities for these activities. In other words, zero represents
the time sensitivity of the least time sensitive activity from the survey, specifically SMS. In fact,
58% of the surveyed Finns would be willing to delay sending SMS messages in exchange for a price
reduction. In contrast, five represents the time sensitivity of the most time sensitive activity,
specifically social networking/email.
Table VI shows these indices for each activity sorted from highest to lowest. This approach
obviously has some flaws but was used for simplicity. In any case, the small sample size and
limited scope of the survey means that the indices are, in reality, educated guesses.
TABLE VI – CALCULATED PATIENCE INDICES FOR ACTIVITIES
Activity
Email/Social
Internet Gaming
Internet Browsing
Unclassified
Internet Video
Streaming Music
File Downloading
Software Updates

Patience Index
5.00
4.66
2.509
2.5010
2.49
2.49
0.57
0.57

3.3 Category Mismatch
9

Unfortunately internet browsing was not included in the survey but an estimate similar to the internet
video value was assumed.
10
Unclassified traffic was assumed to have a moderate patience index of 2.5, with an implicit assumption
that the unclassified traffic represents a mix of different activities.
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Limitations in both the time sensitivity survey and the traffic measurements caused a mismatch in
the categories used in the data. Figure 16 depicts a Venn diagram of the categories and their
usage in different parts of the thesis.
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Internet Videos
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Internet Browsing

Unclassified

Email/Social
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Internet Brow/Vid (Browsing + Videos)

Model/Simulation
FIGURE 16 – CATEGORY USAGE IN SURVEY , TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT , AND MODEL/SIMULATION
The primary result of the mismatch is that certain assumptions had to be made for the activity
categories not contained in both the survey and the traffic measurements. These assumptions are
detailed in the Traffic Measurement Section and Time Sensitivity Survey Section, 3.1 and 3.2
respectively.

4 Simulations
The TDP simulation and network cost simulation methods are detailed further and the simulation
results are presented.

4.1 TDP Simulation
The TDP simulation estimates the change in network traffic levels due to TDP. Specifically, the TDP
simulation is a static simulation that uses an operator cost model developed by the TUBE project.
The cost model attempts to maximize an operators profit given the tradeoff between the costs of
incentivizing customers (to shift their BH demand) and the costs of exceeding network capacity
during busy hours.
The cost model formulated as a convex optimization problem is found in the Matlab Simulation
Implementation Section while the model variables are described in Table VII.
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The simulation has four practical steps:
1. The patience indices ( for each activity category ), the mobile traffic measurements (
for total traffic in each period and for percentage of total traffic composed of each
activity category in each period ), and marginal cost of exceeding capacity ( ) are
plugged into the model
2. Convex optimization methods are used to solve for the optimal rewards ( in each period
) such that the total cost to the operator is minimized
3. These optimal rewards are plugged back into the model and the new traffic level ( ) for
each period is determined
4. The percentage of daily traffic during the busy hour is calculated (this value is used in the
network cost simulation (See Section 4.2))
Model Assumptions and Simplifications
Several assumptions and simplifications were utilized in the model. Some of the assumptions are
inherent in the formulation of the model itself.
A single link is modeled, specifically in this case the measured Gi interface link. As mentioned,
theoretically each access link or radio interface could be measured and modeled and different
prices could be set for each cell. However in practice and for the purpose of the model the peaks
measured in the Gi link are assumed to be a reasonable proxy for when actual congestion occurs
in urban macro or micro cells. The Gi interface link is assumed to be a 10 gigabit link with a current
maximum utilization of 80%. Congestion (and thus cost for the operator) is assumed to occur at
utilization levels above 60%.
There is conservation of total data traffic. In other words traffic can be deferred but is never lost
or gained because of the differing prices. In reality this assumption is naive since highly price
sensitive customers would likely join the service to use it only in cheap off-peak hours.
Traffic is never deferred past the final
period, thus for a simulation with 48 30-minute periods,
traffic is never deferred past the 24 hour window. This assumption is also naive but is used for
computational simplicity.
All sessions are assumed to arrive at the beginning of a period. The TUBE project has also created
a model where traffic sessions arrive according to a Poisson random process, however for a single
link this model is equivalent to the utilized model (Joe-Wong, Ha, & Sen, Optimized Dynamic
Pricing for Broadband Access, 2010).
Simulation Assumptions and Simplifications
The simulation also relies on a simplification of the idea of patience indices. Specifically, the
simulation uses only one patience index for each activity class regardless of the period.
Realistically, the patience index for each activity class can vary depending on the period. However
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to obtain such information the survey would need to be much longer and more complex. The
results of such a complex and abstract survey would be suspect.
Matlab Simulation Implementation
In practice, the simulation was performed by using the MATLAB R2011a fmincon function which
finds the minimum of a constrained nonlinear multivariable function. The model equations were
implemented in a Matlab function and then a handle to this function was passed into the fmincon
function. The interior point algorithm was specified for use in the fmincon function because the
convexity of the model suggestions that interior point can efficiently find the minimum.
Mathematically the model can be described by the equations in Equation Set 1.
EQUATION SET 1 – STATIC TDP MODEL EQUATIONS (JOE -WONG, SANGTAE , & CHIANG, TIME DEPENDENT BROADBAND PRICING: FEASIBILITY AND BENEFITS, 2011)

∑(

Minimize the total cost to the operator:

Subject to the constraint that total TDP
traffic in period , , is equal to the NTD
traffic in period , , minus the traffic
deferred out of period plus the traffic
deferred into period :

Where

is traffic deferred from period
into period :

And where

(∑

is normalization constant:

∑

∑ (

)

∑ (

)

(

(

TABLE VII – DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIABLES IN TDP MODEL
Variable

Description
Total number of periods ( and are used to index periods)
Total number of activity classes ( is used to index activity classes)
Reward in period
Marginal cost of exceeding capacity
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)

(

∑ (

)

)

))

)

Patience index for activity class
Percentage of total traffic for activity class in period
Normalization constant for patience index
Total time independent traffic in period
Capacity of the link

Notes about Model Variables
The marginal cost of exceeding capacity, , refers to the marginal cost per Gbps of exceeding the
recommended capacity of the link. This marginal cost consists of two main components: (1) long
run network upgrade and expansion costs distributed over daily capacity overruns and (2) the cost
of handling customer complaints and customer losses due to capacity overruns. In practice these
costs are very difficult to obtain thus an estimate of .30 Euros per Gb is used.
In comparison, the effective price of a gigabit of data from Finnish operator TeliaSonera ranges
from .50 to .05 Euros (Sonera, 2012). Note that TeliaSonera is the only operator that currently
limits or caps data usage in Finland, the other operators either offer unlimited data or throttle
customers’ connections after a data limit.
The marginal cost estimate is only a rough initial estimate and thus is similar to how an actual
operator might make a rough estimate while first deploying TDP. While this marginal cost could be
used to predict cost savings directly, the savings would be less accurate and detailed than the
savings predicted by the network cost model.
Scenarios
Two distinct scenarios are examined through the simulation. The baseline scenario uses the
measured survey patience indices to predict the traffic change. The operator best case scenario
also uses the measured survey patience indices except for the web browsing and video category
where the utilized patience index is half of the measured patience index. The operator best case
scenario represents a case whereby the general population is more patient than the early adopter
university students surveyed.
Results: Baseline Scenario (Scenario based on Measured Patience Indices)
The baseline scenario results show a marked redistribution of traffic from busy hours to non-busy
hours. However the change is relatively small compared to the overall traffic pattern. The
percentage of daily traffic during the busiest hour decreased only slightly from 6.65% to 6.16%, a
7.3% decrease. The change in traffic is illustrated in Figure 17.
The relatively small magnitude of the change can be explained by the large share of traffic with
medium time sensitivities, specifically web browsing and video. Furthermore, as mentioned in
Section 3.1, these time sensitive activities are an even larger share of traffic during the busy hours
than during the non busy hours. For example, web browsing and video represents about 60% of
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traffic during the busy hour from 20:30 to 21:30 but only 34% of traffic during the non busy hour
of 4:00 to 5:00.
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FIGURE 17 – COMPARISON OF SIMULATED TIME DEPENDENT PRICING (TDP) TRAFFIC AND MEASURED
NON TIME DEPENDENT PRICING (NTD) TRAFFIC FOR BASELINE SCENARIO
If the mentioned assumption that congestion occurs above a 60% utilization level is considered,
then daily congestion is reduced by less than an hour. Though, again, the improvement in specific
macro cells could vary significantly.
The offered incentives (price discounts) result in a loss of 5.20% of data revenue compared to a
scheme where a single price is charged per data unit for all time periods. A loss of 5.20% of
consumer data revenue would result in a loss of about 15 million euros in 2011 for a major Finnish
mobile operator (assuming 30% of consumer revenues are derived from data services) (Elisa,
2012).
Results: Operator Best Case Scenario (Scenario based on Lower Web Browsing and Video Patience
Index)
The operator best case scenario shows, as expected, a significantly larger redistribution of traffic
than the baseline scenario. The percentage of daily traffic during the busy hour decreased from
6.65% to 5.66%, a 14.9% decrease. Furthermore, the congestion situation on the link is improved.
If congestion is assumed to occur at over 60% utilization levels then congestion is reduced from
about 22:30 to 24:00 or 1.5 hours a day. The change in traffic is illustrated in Figure 18.
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FIGURE 18 - COMPARISON OF SIMULATED TIME DEPENDENT PRICING (TDP) TRAFFIC AND MEASURED
NON TIME DEPENDENT PRICING (NTD) TRAFFIC FOR O PERATOR BEST CASE (OBC) SCENARIO
The best case scenario reinforces the importance of the time sensitivity of mobile internet
browsing and video. In fact, Cisco estimates that mobile video will generate 70% of mobile traffic
by 2016 and thus the time sensitivity of mobile video alone could determine whether future
network wide TDP is economically viable (Cisco, 2011).
The offered price discounts result in a loss of 4.47% of revenue compared to the scenario where a
single price is charged for all time periods. As expected this loss is comparably smaller than in the
baseline scenario because a smaller price discount is needed to entice customers to alter their
internet browsing and video behavior.

4.2 Network Cost Simulation
The network cost simulation estimates the network costs savings of a generic Finnish operator
due to the change in the busy hour traffic distribution. The simulation is performed for each
scenario of the TDP simulation (baseline and operator best case). In addition, the population data
granularity and traffic growth parameters of the network cost model are varied to create four
additional scenarios (normal and high granularity population data, and normal and aggressive
traffic growth). The six distinct scenarios are summarized in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII – SUMMARY OF THE SIX NETWORK COST SIMULATION SCENARIOS
Normal Granularity
Population Data
High Granularity

Normal Traffic Growth
 Baseline
 Operator Best Case
----

Aggressive Traffic Growth
 Baseline
 Operator Best Case
 Baseline
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 Operator Best Case

Population Data

Cost Model
The network cost simulation utilizes a bottom up cost model 11. The bottom up cost model is a
modified version of the LRIC model built by consulting company Analysys Mason for the Swedish
Telecommunication Regulator PTS 12. PTS uses the Analysys Mason model to determine the
mobile termination and backhaul costs of a generic Swedish operator. These costs are then used
to establish the prices that operators with significant market power must offer to competitors.
The model was modified primarily by adding Finland specific data such as geography, population
densities, deployment frequencies, network statistics, etc. The primary benefit of using the
Analysys Mason model as a base is that the model has fairly recent cost estimates for many
network components. These cost estimates are typically very difficult to find and often considered
secrets of the network component manufacturers. Furthermore, the model has a fairly
sophisticated network dimensioning structure which considers advanced network technologies
such as LTE and HSPA+ with MIMO and thus the model should give realistic estimates.
Data Sources
The Finland specific data is derived from several diverse sources. These sources are summarized in
Table IX.
TABLE IX – FINLAND SPECIFIC DATA AND SOURCES
Data
Geographic Data
Population Data
Communication Market Demand Data
Network Deployment Frequencies Data

Sources
(Land Survey of Finland, 2011)
(Finnish Population Register Centre, 2012)
(Statistics Finland, 2009)
(Riikonen & Smura, Mobile Handset Population in
Finland 2005-2011, 2012) (Nordstat, 2011)
(Analysis Mason, 2009)

Some operator specific information, such as Finnish operator network details, is sensitive and not
publically available. In these cases the Analysys Mason estimates for a generic Swedish operator
were used. For example, Analysys Mason estimates that for a Swedish operator about 10% of last
mile access (LMA) links are leased and 90% self provided. No public information about LMA links is

11

A bottom up cost model estimates costs by modeling the full network starting from the individual
network component level (for example individual base stations).
12
The entire pricing model can be found at http://www.pts.se/upload/Remisser/2011/Telefoni/10-8320pts-mobil-lric-final-model.zip [Accessed 3 July 2012] and the documentation in English can be found from
http://www.pts.se/upload/Remisser/2011/Telefoni/10-8320-final-model-with-tracks-mobile.pdf [Accessed
3 July 2012]
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available for Finnish operators and thus the Swedish estimates are used. Undoubtedly these
necessary assumptions introduced some error into the simulation.
Subscription Type Volumes
The estimates of subscription type volumes in the Finnish market were derived from data from
FICORA and previous MoMIE network measurements. The estimates are very rough and subject to
error as Finnish regulator FICORA does not collect as detailed and consistently defined
subscription type volume data as Swedish regulator PTS. The estimates are shown in Figure 19.
Data-only subscriptions refer to data subscriptions as a standalone service that is used primarily
with a laptop dongle or tablet. Data+voice subscriptions refer to add on data subscriptions that
are used primarily with a smartphone. Voice-only subscriptions refer to subscriptions with a voice
subscription but no data subscription at all.
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FIGURE 19 – ESTIMATION OF SUBSCRIPTION TYPE VOLUMES IN FINNISH MOBILE MARKET 2008-2015
(VOICE +DATA IS A SUBSCRIPTION USED WITH A HANDSET , DATA-ONLY IS SUBSCRIPTION USED WITH A
DONGLE / TABLET /ETC., VOICE -ONLY IS A SUBSCRIPTION WITH NO DATA SUBSCRIPTION AT ALL )
Data Usage Volumes
The Analysys Mason estimates for data usage of a data-only subscriber were utilized. The
estimates start from 2.6 GB per month in 2010 and assume a slowing growth rate. The usage
stabilizes at 5 GB per month by 2014. However recent data by PTS shows that even these usage
estimates may be somewhat conservative. For example, in 2011, Swedish data-only subscribers
used 3.7 GB a month compared to the Analysys Mason estimated usage of 3.3 GB (PTS, 2011).
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The Analysys Mason estimates for data usage of a voice+data subscriber was not used because of
conflicting definitions between data sources. Specifically the Analysys Mason estimates defined
voice+data usage to include the average usage for both broadband and non-broadband handset
users. However the Finnish estimates of voice+data subscription volumes was defined for
broadband only subscriptions. Thus the Analysys Mason estimates were revised to assume a
higher starting usage and a higher CAGR (66%) to account for higher expected usage from
broadband handsets.
These estimates are both depicted in Figure 20.
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FIGURE 20 - ESTIMATION OF MEGABYTES PER MONTH PER SUBSCRIPTION TYPE IN FINNISH MOBILE
MARKET 2008-2015 (EXCLUDING VOICE -ONLY SUBSCRIPTIONS )
Network Deployment
The network deployment assumptions are based on both the current deployment situation in
Finland and future deployment plans. For example, deployment of LTE on the 800 MHz band is
expected during 2012-2015 and coverage of 95% is expected by 2016 as dictated by the coverage
requirements specified in the upcoming spectrum auction (Ministry of Transport and
Communications, 2012). The frequency deployment scheme in each geographical subtype (or
geotype) for the normal granularity data is depicted in Figure 21.
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FIGURE 21 – FINNISH POPULATION TO AREA CURVE AND DEPLOYMENT ASSUMPTIONS BY GEOTYPES (BLUE
DOTS DIVIDE DIFFERENT GEOTYPES) (LAND SURVEY OF FINLAND, 2011) (FINNISH POPULATION REGISTER
CENTRE , 2012) (M INISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS , 2012)
The geographic deployment methodology of the model depends on the granularity of the
population data utilized. As mentioned, the population data granularity is varied (between normal
granularity and high granularity) to examine the possible differences in geographic deployment
methodology.
The normal granularity data is based on municipality level statistics which tends to suggest a
dispersed rural population structure. In contrast, the high granularity data is based on square
kilometer grid level statistics which tends to suggest a more concentrated urban population
structure. Figure 22 depicts the population to area curves based on these two different datasets.
Of course, the difference is merely a matter of perspective.
Unfortunately, the correct level of granularity depends on a tradeoff between covering the most
potentially profitable square kilometers or covering larger geographic areas that form a coherent
(and often more useful) region of coverage. The solution is to incorporate a middle ground
viewpoint along with contextual data about, for example, daily movement patterns of inhabitants.
However the model only allows one dataset to be used, and thus the different scenarios are
evaluated.
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FIGURE 22 – FINNISH POPULATION TO AREA CURVE DERIVED FROM MUNICIPAL AND 1 SQUARE KM GRID
DATA SOURCES (LAND SURVEY OF FINLAND, 2011) (FINNISH POPULATION REGISTER CENTRE , 2012)
(STATISTICS FINLAND, 2009)
Data transferred by Network Technology and Geotype (technology adoption rate)
Several assumptions are made about the rate of adoption and rollout of LTE and HSPA. These
assumptions are again based on the estimates by Analysis Mason for Swedish networks. LTE is
assumed to carry 30% of the traffic in 2012 and grow to carry 45% of the traffic by 2015.
Furthermore 50% of the LTE traffic and HSPA traffic is assumed to be urban, 35% of the traffic
suburban, and 15% rural throughout the entire period. These assumptions are fully depicted in
Figure 23 which shows the full Finnish market traffic growth subdivided by technology and
geotype.
These assumptions depend partially on the technology adoption rate of consumers and device
manufacturers. All major Finnish operators have started building LTE networks, however
availability of LTE devices has been limited to USB dongles and routers. Though TeliaSonera has
recently started offering an LTE Samsung tablet and Elisa expects to offer LTE smartphones
sometime in 2012 (Sonera, 2012) (Elisa, 2011).
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FIGURE 23 – FINNISH MOBILE DATA MARKET TRAFFIC ESTIMATES BY TECHNOLOGY AND GEOTYPE
These traffic growth rates are roughly in line with recent estimates given by FICORA. For example,
FICORA predicts traffic to grow to about 290 Terabytes a year by 2014 (FICORA, 2012).
Costs and Exchange Rate Conversion
Since all results were originally in Swedish Kroner the final savings were converted from Swedish
Kroner to Euro using the average yearly exchange rate for 2012 as of May 15 th 2012 (0.112826
Euros per Kroner).
Results: Baseline Scenario (with normal traffic growth and normal granularity)
In the baseline scenario the network cost simulation predicts modest savings of about 4.4 million
euros a year over the next five years assuming time dependent pricing was introduced in 2011.
The savings represent about 2.1% of total network expenditures (OPEX + CAPEX) over the five year
period.
The cost savings result primarily from the radio network, specifically the number of required radio
network controllers is decreased by 4 and significantly fewer HSPA sites need to be immediately
updated to newer software releases. The delay in purchasing new network equipment means that
equipment prices have a chance to decrease. The cost model assumes a 10% yearly decrease in
price for most network equipment.
The cost savings derived from a decrease in the overall number of radio access sites is relatively
low. The simulation predicts that only 6 fewer UMTS sites would be needed out of a total of over
4000 UMTS sites network wide. The primary reason is that the relatively low population density
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and chosen deployment frequencies means that an extensive network is needed for population
and regional coverage. This extensive network provides a large baseline capacity and few nodes
are deployed simply for capacity reasons. In other words, mobile network costs in Finland are
dominated by coverage requirements rather than capacity requirements.
Furthermore, deployment of LTE provides substantial capacity gains in urban areas such as
Helsinki, Kauniainen, and Espoo. Initially LTE is being deployed on the 2600 MHz (and potentially
1800 MHz) band meaning a relatively large number of sites are needed for sufficient population
coverage. This large number of sites means that initial capacity is plentiful.
The relatively small network savings are unlikely to compensate for the loss of data revenue
(estimated at 4-5% or about 15 million euros) due to the incentives given to customers. In other
words, the network savings of TDP do not offset the incentives for a generic mobile network
operator under the baseline scenario.
Results: Best Case Scenario (with normal traffic growth and normal granularity)
The best case scenario predicts significantly larger savings of about 8.9 million euros a year over
the next five years. The savings represent about 4.1% of total network expenditures over the five
year period. Figure 24 shows these savings for the baseline and best case scenarios broken down
into the network categories where the savings occurred.
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FIGURE 24 - OPEX AND CAPEX SAVINGS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES 2011-2015
As in the baseline scenario, most of the savings result from the radio network and are derived by
delaying HSPA site updates along with a small reduction in the total number of sites. Additionally,
a small amount of savings occur in the backhaul of the network.
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Again, the network savings are do not offset the loss of revenue due to the incentives given to
customers under the best case scenario.
Results: Best Case and Baseline Scenarios (with aggressive traffic growth and normal density)
As mentioned, the best case and baseline scenarios were also investigated under a more
aggressive traffic growth estimate. The more aggressive estimate starts with a higher base value
about 540 MB per month for data+voice subscriptions in 2011 and then grows rapidly until about
3 GB per month in 2015. The estimates are depicted in Figure 25.
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FIGURE 25 – AGGRESSIVE ESTIMATION OF MEGABYTES PER MONTH PER SUBSCRIPTION TYPE IN FINNISH
MOBILE MARKET 2008-2015 (EXCLUDING VOICE ONLY SUBSCRIPTIONS )
The savings under the aggressive traffic growth scenario are significantly larger, representing
about 3% and 8% of total network expenditures for the baseline and best case scenarios
respectively over the five year period. The savings shown by network categories are depicted in
Figure 26. The majority of the savings again result from delaying updates of HSPA sites and a
reduction in the number of required RNCs. However a majority of the radio network CAPEX
savings result from a large reduction in the total number of UMTS (HSPA) sites needed to be
deployed in 2015.
Specifically, once smartphone data use exceeds about 3 GB per month a significant amount of
additional urban overlay sites (~300 HSPA sites) are needed for capacity reasons. A smaller busy
hour means that significantly fewer of these sites are needed and the resultant savings from TDP
are much greater.
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These significant savings imply that large traffic growth could cause Finnish network costs to be
less dominated by coverage requirements and more dominated by capacity requirements. Such a
change could significantly increase the benefits of TDP for operators. In fact the 8% network
expenditure savings implies network savings of about 16 million euros a year and thus represents
a break even point where the costs and benefits of TDP are almost equal.
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FIGURE 26 - OPEX AND CAPEX SAVINGS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NETWORK EXPENDITURES FOR
AGGRESSIVE TRAFFIC GROWTH 2011-2015
Results: Best Case and Baseline Scenarios (with aggressive traffic growth and high granularity)
Finally, the best case and baseline scenarios were investigated under the aggressive traffic growth
estimate while using the high granularity population data. As mentioned the high granularity data
represents a different geographical deployment methodology.
The results, depicted in Figure 27, show relatively small network savings compared to the other
scenarios. The main reason for these low savings is again the low population density and low total
usage. Even though the more granular data suggests a total urban area 55% larger and 36%
denser, only a small overlay network is needed for excess capacity.
The small savings relative to the same scenario with normal granularity data suggests that
network deployment methodology also plays a significant part in the realization of network
savings from TDP.
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FIGURE 27 - OPEX AND CAPEX SAVINGS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NETWORK EXPENDITURES FOR
AGGRESSIVE TRAFFIC GROWTH AND HIGH GRANULARITY 2011-2015

5 Conclusions
Several important key findings were identified. Most of these key findings relate directly to the
research questions detailed in Section 1.2, though a few other notable findings were also
identified.
An important and first key finding is that shifting a significant share of busy hour traffic through
time dependent pricing is possible in the Finnish mobile data market. The finding was established
because two necessary conditions were shown.
Firstly, a survey of Finnish university students (assumed to be early adopting consumers) indicated
they are willing to delay certain activities in exchange for a price reduction. The most time
insensitive activities were found to be file downloading and software updates, while the most
time sensitive were found to be social networking/email and gaming. Internet video and
streaming music were found to be moderately time sensitive activities.
Secondly, the time insensitive activities represent a significant share of traffic during the busy
hours in Finnish mobile data networks. Empirical traffic measurements of Finnish mobile data
networks indicate that time insensitive file downloading represents about 21% of busy hour
mobile network traffic while time sensitive social networking and email represent only about 3%.
The remaining busy hour traffic is composed of moderately time sensitive activities.
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However the mere possibility to shift busy hour traffic through TDP doesn’t address any of the
economic aspects of TDP. Thus another important finding is that the network cost savings
resulting from such a traffic shift would not offset the incentives given to consumers for a generic
network operator under most explored future scenarios. Only in the explored scenarios with high
traffic growth and lower (than surveyed) time sensitivities do the network savings begin to offset
the incentives.
A combination of simulations estimated savings of between 2-6% of total network expenditures
due to TDP over the 2011-2015 timeframe. The network savings depend on the time sensitivity,
traffic growth, and geographic deployment combination. Unsurprisingly, the highest network
savings resulted from the scenario with low time sensitivity and high traffic growth. However
these savings are offset by the cost of incentives given to customers to shift their traffic. This cost
is estimated at between 4-5% of total data revenue. (Note, as mentioned, the analysis does not
account for a potential increase in customer satisfaction due to less congestion)
The network savings estimates are relatively low because the cost model indicates that mobile
network costs in Finland are dominated by coverage requirements rather than capacity
requirements. Thus a decrease in the peak traffic levels doesn’t result in a significantly smaller
network. In fact, the number of physical RAN sites decreases only marginally. Note that the radio
access network typically accounts for 60-80% of CAPEX spending and 50% of OPEX spending on a
modern mobile network (Analysys Mason, 2011).
Several other secondary findings and caveats help give a more nuanced view of the potential use
of TDP.
The most important activity in determining the effectiveness of TDP is internet browsing and
videos. Internet browsing and videos accounts for about 55% of total daily traffic and about 60%
of total busy hour traffic. As mentioned, the operator best case scenario (where the time
sensitivity of internet browsing/video was halved) resulted in nearly double the network savings
over the 2011-2015 timeframe.
Furthermore, unclassified traffic was assumed to have a moderate time sensitivity (due to the
assumption that such traffic was a mix of high and low sensitivity activities). However this
assumption has limited empirical evidence. Unclassified traffic could have a noticeable impact on
the effectiveness of TDP since it accounts for 15% of total daily traffic and 14% of busy hour traffic.
As mentioned, the cost model implies that Finnish network costs are currently dominated by
coverage considerations, however a significant amount of traffic growth per subscriber could
change this cost structure. The network cost model estimated that a rise in total Finnish mobile
network traffic to 500,000 Terabytes a year by 2015 would require a significant deployment of
additional HSPA sites (in all geotypes) for extra capacity. This traffic rise would represent a 640%
increase from current 2011 levels of about 65,000 Terabytes a year. Such a cost structure change
would increase the network savings of TDP.
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The TDP obstacle review in Section 2.2.4 emphasized the potential difficulties of customer
adoption of TDP. Specifically, customers can have both ethical and psychological reasons to prefer
flat rate or data cap pricing over TDP. The most important psychological problem is probably
mental accounting, whereby customers want to be unburdened from thinking about how their
expenditures are accumulating during use. The most promising tool to overcome this problem is
tracking and automation software. For example, a PC with mobile broadband could have an
application that automatically delays bit torrents and large downloads until cheaper off-peak
hours.
Furthermore, the review also emphasized several other ways to deal with the psychological
obstacles of TDP. For example, ambiguity aversion can be overcome by providing a monthly cap
which limits the total potential cost for a single month.
Finally, price sensitivity of Finnish consumers could be a major hurdle. Although some form of
price sensitivity was measured in the university student survey, in practice consumers might be far
less sensitive. As discussed, mobile data transfer services amount to less than .8% of median
monthly household consumer disposable income (FICORA, 2012) (Statistics Finland, 2011). Thus
consumers might not see the need to be very sensitive to changes in such a small expenditure.
Note that a large number of assumptions were made in all aspects of the model thus the results
should be taken as rough estimates. For example, the traffic composition was assumed to stay
quite stable from 2011-2015. In reality, the wide scale introduction and adoption of LTE would
allow for higher fixed-mobile substitution and thus the traffic composition could change
dramatically. Furthermore, pricing decisions are based on several complex factors not merely on
the estimated simplified financial network benefits and costs. Thus no specific pricing
recommendation is made or should be assumed.

5.1 Future Research
Further research into time dependent pricing would be possible as several major assumptions and
conclusions still need to be explored.
For example, the network cost model concluded that Finnish mobile network costs are coverage
dominated rather than capacity dominated. This conclusion could be explored through structured
interviews with Finnish network operators. Furthermore the assumption that congestion regularly
occurs on Finnish mobile networks could be explored through empirical network measurements.
The Nettitutka Project13 at Aalto University is already performing potentially relevant network
speed measurements through smartphone applications.
The TDP research could also be expanded to include broadband connections with inherently
limited capacity such as satellite internet connections. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, Mobile
13

The Nettitutka project is a research project run by a research team at the Department of Communications
and Networking at Aalto University. More information about the project can be found at
http://www.nettitutka.fi/ [Accessed 3 July 2012]
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operator Sonera already implements time of day pricing for its satellite internet service. The TUBE
project from Princeton is already partnering with several ISP who are investigating the use of TDP
in fixed line internet.
Several smaller topics within the thesis could also be expanded upon. Specifically, the custom
traffic classification script could be refined and integrated directly into the TSTAT instance used
during the MoMIE measurements. If the classification script were directly integrated into TSTAT
then packet level data could be used to give more accurate classification volumes that rely on
fewer assumptions. However, the major downside would be that new TSTAT releases would have
to be carefully merged into the instance so that custom code would not break.
Also Finland specific service detection could be added to the instance of TSTAT used in the MoMIE
project. The detection of the usage levels of these services in the Finnish market could help in
studying the business models of these internet services. For example, the Swedish internet video
startup Voddler uses a customer peer to peer distribution system and thus a new algorithm would
be needed to detect usage of the service.
Future MoMIE traffic classification results could be used longitudinally to determine the effect of
new technology adoption on specific activity categories. For example, will the adoption of LTE lead
to a significant increase in mobile P2P file downloading? And how and why is the daily usage of
different applications changing over time (in other words, how is Figure 12 in Section 3.1 changing
over time and why)?
Finally, the network cost model (with Finnish data and assumptions) could be refined and further
verified so that the model could be utilized in other research or learning activities. The verification
would have to include cooperation with network operators or knowledgeable network component
vendors, and thus would require quite a bit of work, however the learning opportunities could be
very interesting.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Survey Statistics
Nationality
Finnish
Indian
Chinese
Other
Unknown

Sampled
12
4
3
10
1

Nationality
Finnish
Non-Finnish

Average Age (± Standard Deviation)
24.45 ± 2.21
26.17 ± 3.20

Gender
12 Male, 0 Female
13 Male, 4 Female

7.2 Survey Text
Nationality:

Gender:

Age:

Student Number:

1. What is your average wireless bill per month?
a. Less than € 5
b. € 5-10
c. € 10-15
d. € 15-20
e. € 20-25
f. € 25 or more
2. What is the type of your smartphone data plan?
a. Pre-paid
b. Post-paid unlimited data
c. Post-paid limited data plan
d. No data plan
e. Other (please specify)
______________________
3. What is the type of your laptop with dongle/tablet data plan?
a. Pre-paid
b. Post-paid unlimited data
c. Post-paid limited data plan
d. No data plan
e. Other (please specify)
______________________
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4. Is your laptop with dongle/tablet your primary internet connection?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Don’t have laptop with dongle
5. How much data time do you spend on these services each day from your smartphone?
Email and Social Networking: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Internet browsing: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Watching Internet videos (i.e. YouTube): Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Listening to streaming music (i.e. Spotify): Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
File backup: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Downloading Files (i.e. iTunes/Torrents): Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Online gaming: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
6. How much data time do you spend on these services each day from your laptop with
dongle/tablet?
Email and Social Networking: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Internet browsing: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Watching Internet videos (i.e. YouTube): Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Listening to streaming music (i.e. Spotify): Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
File backup: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Downloading Files (i.e. iTunes/Torrents): Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
Online gaming: Don’t use 0-1 hr 1-3 hrs 3-8 hrs 8-15 hrs
7. Suppose that a new data plan charges you only 2 cents instead of 20 cents for each SMS
sent, will you use this plan if delivering that SMS takes:
1-3 mins: Yes or No
3-7 mins: Yes or No
7-15 mins: Yes or No
15-30 mins: Yes or No
I won’t wait, I will pay more than 20 cents to get immediate delivery
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8. Suppose that a new data plan allows you to enjoy your current level of data usage at onethird of your current bill. However, this data plan needs you to wait before you can start
watching Internet videos (e.g. YouTube). Will you use this cheaper plan for you (or your
family members) if this wait is:
0-5 mins: Yes or No
5-10 mins: Yes or No
10-15 mins: Yes or No
15-30 mins: Yes or No
30-60 mins: Yes or No
9. Suppose that the previously mentioned data plan allows you to listen to streaming music
(i.e. Spotify), but you need to wait before you can start listening. Will you use this cheaper
plan for you (or your family members) if this wait is:
0-5 mins: Yes or No
5-10 mins: Yes or No
10-15 mins: Yes or No
15-30 mins: Yes or No
30-60 mins: Yes or No
10. Suppose that the previously mentioned data plan allows you to use email and social
networking (i.e. Facebook), but you need to wait before you can start using them. Will you
use this cheaper plan for you (or your family members) if this wait is:
0-5 mins: Yes or No
5-10 mins: Yes or No
10-15 mins: Yes or No
15-30 mins: Yes or No
30-60 mins: Yes or No
11. Suppose that the previously mentioned data plan allows you to download files from
iTunes/torrents for watching later, but you need to wait before starting the download.
Will you use this cheaper plan for you (or your family members) if this wait is:
0.5-3 hour: Yes or No
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3-5 hours: Yes or No
5-10 hours: Yes or No
10 hours - 1 day: Yes or No
1 day - 2 days: Yes or No
12. Suppose that the previously mentioned data plan allows you to play online games (i.e. Call
of Duty), but you need to make requests in advance. Will you (or any of your family
members) use this new cheaper plan if the requests need to be made in advance of:
0.5-3 hour: Yes or No
3-5 hours: Yes or No
5-10 hours: Yes or No
10 hours - 1 day: Yes or No
1 day - 2 days: Yes or No
13. Suppose that the previously mentioned data plan allows you to have software updates
(i.e. phone and application updates), but there is a waiting time before the update
finishes. Will you use this cheaper plan if the wait time for the update is:
0.5-3 hour: Yes or No
3-5 hours: Yes or No
5-10 hours: Yes or No
10 hours - 1 day: Yes or No
1 day - 2 days: Yes or No
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7.3 Mapping of TSTAT classification properties to Activity Categories
TABLE X – MAPPING OF TSTAT CLASSIFICATION P ROPERTIES TO ACTIVITY CATEGORIES FOR TCP
CONNECTIONS
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